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RESUMEN
El último siglo ha estado caracterizado por el gran desarrollo de la tecnología, siendo una parte
esencial de la sociedad moderna. Esta evolución no habría sido posible sin el apoyo de la
electrónica. Este campo necesita una microscopía de alta resolución para la validación de
procesos de fabricación. Los avances en la microscopía desembocarán, entre otros inventos, en
el microscopio de fuerza atómica (AFM, de sus siglas en inglés Atomic Force Microscope).
El microscopio de fuerza atómica es un tipo de microscopio de sonda de barrido (SPM, de sus
siglas en inglés Scanning probe microscope). Es un instrumento de alta precisión capaz de
realizar imágenes topográficas de alta resolución, mediante la detección de la curvatura de un
cantiléver debido a las interacciones atómicas.
El objetivo de este proyecto es el desarrollo de un microscopio atómico de bajo coste con un
rendimiento comparable al de un AFM comercial, utilizando una unidad de disco óptico (OPU,
de sus siglas en inglés Optical Pick-up Unit) como cabezal del microscopio. Este proyecto
abarcará el diseño del software y hardware del microscopio. Los nanoposicionadores que
mueven la muestra, serán sustituidos por zumbadores piezoeléctricos. Para lograr estos
objetivos, se realizará un estudio de la electrónica implicada y del control necesario. Se
fabricará una base de que provoca desplzamientos nanométricos mediante una impresora 3D.
Se realizará el diseño y montaje de las placas de circuito impreso. Posteriormente, se realizará
el montaje completo y se verificará su correcto funcionamiento.
Las partes mecánicas se han fabricadas mediante el uso de una impresora 3D. Se ha probado
que una unidad de disco óptico es un instrumento válido para medidas de alta precisión. La
electrónica de control que opera el microscopio con resolución nanométrica. Salvo por la
ausencia de implementación de un software de control, las partes del microscopio diseñadas
tienen un rendimiento cercano a un AFM comercial.

SUMMARY
The last century was characterized by the extreme developing of the technology, being an
essential part in our modern society. This evolution couldn’t be possible without the support of
the electronics, resulting in the creation of the microelectronics. This field needs a highresolution microscopy to verify the manufacturing processes. Advances in microscopy
technology, resulted in, amongst many other inventions, the atomic force microscope (AFM).
The atomic force microscope is a kind of scanning probe microscope. It is a high precision
device capable of making topographies with nanometer resolution, by detecting the deflection
caused by atomic interactions.
This project aims at the developing of a low-cost AFM with a performance comparable to a
commercial AFM, based in an optical pick-up unit (OPU) being the head of the microscope.
This project covers the software and hardware design. The nano-positioners which drive the
sample movement, are replaced with piezoelectric buzzers. In order to achieve that, a study of
the implied electronics and the needed control is made. A 3D printed stage with nanometer
resolution displacements is manufactured and the printed circuit boards (PCB’s) are mounted.
After assembling it, their proper functioning is proved.

The mechanical parts of the microscopes were made using a 3D printer. The OPU proved to be
a suitable device for high precision measurements. The developed electronics control the AFM
with nanometer resolution. The designed low-cost AFM has a performance close to a
commercial one, although control software was not implemented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the 20th century to this day technology advancement is key to our modern society
progress, within this breakthrough, electronics is one of the most relevant technologies
developed. Day by day electronics is getting more relevance in our society, from modern
medicine to aerospace achievements. None of these would have been possible without the
essential support for the modern electronics.
Since the dawn of electronics, one of the most important objectives that has been pursued is
reducing the size of the component and devices, resulting in the birth of the microelectronics.
Microelectronics seeks the manufacturing and study of very small electronics designs and
components. Developing this component requires a bracing technology to understand and
verify this manufacturing process at a microscopic scale. In 1981 Gerd Binnig and Heinrich
Rohrer invented the scanning tunneling microscope, an instrument for imaging surfaces at the
atomic level, for which they earned the Nobel prize in Physics in 1986.
The unstoppable work of Binnig on enhancing his invention lead to the invention of the Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) in 1985, a type of scanning probe microscope with nanometre
resolution.

1.1. AFM
The atomic force microscope (AFM) is a type of scanning probe microscope (SPM). This kind
of microscopes are designed to measure local properties such as height or friction, with a probe.
The resolution of SPM is in the order of nanometers, i.e. a higher resolution than the
conventional optical microscopy can be achieved. The classical optical microscopy resolution
is limited to a few hundreds of nanometers by the optical diffraction limit.

Figure 1-1 AFM components scheme.
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Unlike the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), the AFM does not need a conductive
sample, it uses a probe formed by a cantilever with a sharp tip that scans the surface of the
sample. This probe is going to be bend by the atomic forces. A laser beam is incident on the
cantilever surface and reflected into a four-segment-photo-detector. The bending of the
cantilever makes the laser to incide on different positions of the photodiode giving information
about the cantilever deflection and thus the surface of the sample.

1.2. AFM COMPONENTS
In order to get better knowledge about how an AFM works, all the significant parts of the
microscope are going to be explained seperately.
1.2.1.
LASER
A laser is a device which generates light based on the principle of stimulated emission of
electromagnetic radiation. Laser technology is widely used on the area of photonics because
the emitted light has three mainly properties [1]:
-

It can have a very narrow optical bandwidth.
It has spatially and temporally coherence.
It is easily collimated; all rays are easily made parallel.

Due to these properties light emitted by a laser, can propagate over long lengths without
minimally spread and can be focused to very small areas.

Figure 1-2 Stimulated emission principle.
A laser usually has a laser cavity in which light can circulate between two mirrors [2]. To avoid
that the circulating light becomes weaker and weaker there is a gain medium which serve to
amplify the light compensating the losses. The gain medium requires external supply of energy,
which may be injected light (optical pumping) or electric current (electrical pumping). At least
one of the mirrors is partially transparent, the output mirror, to let some of the light to escape
from the cavity, the output beam.
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Figure 1-3 Example of a typical laser.
The stimulated emission of electromagnetic radiation means that if a photon with proper energy
is sent to an excited atom, this atom may fall into a lower energy state and emit a second photon
identical to the first one. In a laser, a first photon stimulates an atom which emits another
photon. Once the gain inside the cavity is sufficient to compensate for the intrinsic losses inside
the cavity, and the loss caused by the output coupler, a steady state is achieved, and proper
lasing begins. A proportion of the identical photons escapes from the cavity through the output
coupler resulting in the output laser beam.
1.2.2.

QUADRANT PHOTODIODE

Figure 1-4 Laser changing path striking on different positions of the photodiode
detail.
The quadrant photodiode´s role is to detect the deviation of the laser path reflected in the back
surface of the cantilever. This deviation information is needed for the feedback loop which
controls the movement of the sample.
This device consists of four independent photosensitive quadrants based on p-n junctions [3].
Each one of the quadrants behaves as a regular photodiode. When a photon impacts with
enough energy it generates an electron-hole pair. In other words, each one of the quadrants
creates an electric current proportional to the intensity of the incident light.
On the AFM measuring the four electric currents makes it possible to know how much intensity
of the deflected laser impinges on each quadrant and therefore, allows for the tracking the
variation of the deflection of the cantilever with high precision.
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1.2.3.
PIEZOELECTRIC SCANNER
AFM works by scanning a very sharp tip along the sample surface, to achieve this aim it is
necessary extremely accurate movements. This objective is accomplished by using a
piezoelectric scanner.
A piezoelectric material converts applied voltages into mechanical forces and vice versa. These
materials are very useful because their deformation is proportional to the applied voltage,
therefore contractions or expansions can be achieved only by changing the polarity [4].

Figure 1-5 Piezoelectric tube scanner.
The most frequently used piezoelectric scanners are made of three independently driven
piezoelectric electrodes into a single tube, each one of the electrodes will control one movement
axes [5]. The X and Y axes have conjugate terminations at the end of the tube. Consequently
as one side extends the other side contracts, creating a movement in a direction perpendicular
to the vertical axis of the tube [6]. The Z axis is driven by a piezoelectric which expands and
contracts making the up and down movement.
This kind of scanners are high precision actuators achieving movements resolutions in the order
of picometers.
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1.2.4.
TIP AND CANTILEVER
The AFM cantilever is one essential part about the scanning process. The probe consists on a
long cantilever finished in a sharp tip at its vertex. This tip is going to be affected by the
interaction atomic forces provoking a deflection of the cantilever. This deflection is detecting
by focusing a laser diode onto the reflective surface of the cantilever and measuring the changes
on the reflected path, as described above.

Figure 1-6 Cantilever and tips observed using an optical microscope.
The geometry of the tip is related to the resolution that can be achieved, the sharper tip the
higher resolution of the AFM picture. As described further on, there are three AFM scanning
modes therefore the tip has a shape adapted to each one of them in order to reach greater
performance [7]. For tapping and non-contact modes, rectangular cantilevers are used with high
spring constant to minimize jitters and noise on the measurements. Conversely, for the contact
mode, lower spring constants are required to avoid damaging the tip or the sample while
simultaneously bending easily. This latter kind of cantilever can have multiple tips, so that in
case one tip is broken upon impacts to the surface of the sample, the AFM can continue
working. This is achieved just by changing the focus of the laser to the other tip, without
changing the entire cantilever.
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1.3. TIP-SURFACE INTERACTION
The physics that rule the interaction at atomic scale is very complex. This section looks more
closely into the involved forces on this kind of microscope.
When the tip of the probe is brought close to the surface of the sample, several forces may
affect it. The most contributing forces to the bending of the AFM cantilever are the Coulomb
and the van der Waals. Coulomb interactions are a short range repulsive forces, where Van der
Waals interactions are longer range attractive forces.
Van der Waals interactions are long range attractive forces between molecules, both polar and
non-polar [8], [9]. There are three main types of interactions:
-

Dipole-Dipole: Result of the interaction between polar molecules, electrostatic forces
between the permanent dipoles of both molecules.

-

Induced dipole: Interaction between nonpolar molecules and polar molecules, the
permanent dipole of the polar molecule is affected by the induced moment on the nonpolar molecules by its field.

-

London dispersion force (induced dipole-induced dipole): Weak intermolecular forces
between instantaneous multipoles in molecules without permanent multiple moments.

Coulomb interactions are short range repulsive forces caused by the electric charge of the
particles. At very small distances the particles repel with each other due to the interaction of
their electron shells [10], [11].

Figure 1-7 Plot of force against distance [14].
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As the distance between the tip and the sample decrease Van der Waals interactions attracts it,
this force intensity increases as the tips brought closer. When the tip gets actually close to the
surface, Coulomb forces overcome Van der Waals forces [12].
When AFM works in ambient air, a major issue to be faced is the film of water which can be
on the tip and the sample surface. This water forms a meniscus with high capillary forces
modifying the previous force diagram making a hysteresis curve [12].
The aim of the AFM is to work in a roughly linear region of the curve trying to maintain a
constant force and deflection on the cantilever by changing the cantilever to sample distance.

1.4. OPERATING MODES
Atomic force microscope can operate on three modes, defining the different ways to control
the movement of the cantilever. Each mode implies different interaction forces between the tip
and the surface sample. Choosing one or the other will depend on the environmental conditions
and the properties of the samples which are being analyzed.
1.4.1.
CONTACT MODE
In the contact mode the tip scans the sample in contact with the surface through the liquid film
on the sample surface. There are two ways to work on this mode: constant force mode and
constant height mode [13].
In constant force mode the aim is to maintain a constant force and deflection on the cantilever,
so the vertical displacement made by the feedback loop reveal the surface of the sample. The
main advantage of this mode, is that it is possible to measure with high resolution
simultaneously some properties like friction forces or angular displacements in addition to the
topographic scan. This mode has low scan speed limited by the response time of the feedback
loop.
When the tip works on constant height mode, the feedback loop maintains fixed the height of
the cantilever and scans the surface tracking the deflection of the cantilever. This mode has
higher scanning speed, but it a very smooth sample is needed otherwise the tip breaks against
the surface.
1.4.2.
TAPPING MODE
In ambient conditions, where there is a liquid film on the surface of the sample, the tapping
mode is used to avoid the capillary forces of the meniscus between the sample and the tip.
Furthermore, this mode is also used when there are easily damaged samples.

Figure 1-8 Tapping mode functioning.
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In the tapping mode, the cantilever is moved up and down while the feedback loop maintains
constant the amplitude of this oscillation. During this tapping on the sample, when the
cantilever strikes a particle and the oscillation amplitude drops, the feedback loop separates the
sample and the cantilever to regain the target amplitude [14].
1.4.3.
NON-CONTACT MODE
There are situations where a slight contact between the tip and the surface alters the sample, in
this sort of cases non-contact mode is used to prevent any damage. In this mode the tip ranges
near the surface of the sample but without touching it at a fixed oscillation amplitude, long
range attractive forces interact with the cantilever slightly decreasing the so called weaving
amplitude [13].
However, in ambient conditions the liquid film on the surface of the sample is often thicker
than the range where these attractive forces are significant. Consequently, non-contact mode
performance is primarily used under ultra-high vacuum conditions.

1.5. AFM FUNTIONING CONSTANT FORCE MODE
As explained before. there are several ways to use an AFM. This section is focused on the
constant force mode. This section does not seek to give a full explanation of all the properties
that an AFM can measure, but rather an overall description on how the most common
topographic image of the surface of a sample that may be measured.
First, every time before starting a measurement, it is needed to focus the laser spot onto the
back surface of the tip. This is achieved by adjusting both laser and cantilever position.
Once the laser is focused, the sample is carefully approached to the probe using the Z-axis
piezoelectric. When the sample is sufficient near to the tip the cantilever is going to deflect due
to the atomic interactions. The sample is moved closer to the sample, until the linear region of
the forces is determined [12]. The deflection of the cantilever in this region is stored, to use it
as a reference.
Now that the cantilever is in contact with the surface sample, a X-Y grid route is going to be
made using the X and Y axes piezoelectrics. For each measuring point the Z-axis piezoelectric
is adjusted to recover the reference deflection measured in the photodetectors, and the Z-axis
adjustment is recorded.
This process is to be repeated step by step and line by line, until all the surface sample is
mapped.
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1.6. OBJECTIVES
Atomic force microscopy is still a very expensive and bulky technology, that only bigger
research centers and universities generally can afford.
With the intent to solve this problem, the purpose of this final degree project is to design both
hardware and software of a low-cost microscope. Then, publish this project on open source
platforms. The steps required to develop this microscope are:
1- Design and built a microscope base with a travel of mm and nanometer resolution:
The microscope needs a millimetric approximation positioner to get the sample near to
the cantilever, and a nanometer resolution stage which drives the XYZ-scanning
movement.
2- Develop control stage electronics: The design and assembly of the electronic circuits
which provide the proper signals to drive the stage movement.
3- Design and built a low-cost AFM head: This AFM head must have a laser diode, a
cantilever on which strikes this laser and a photodetector method able to detect the
deflection of this cantilever.
4- Develop control head electronics: The design and assembly of the electronics circuits
which drive the proper functioning of the AFM head and collect the information given
by the photodetectors.
5- Develop the software needed to control this AFM: A program which control the
different parts of the microscope.
6- Election of a suitable microcontroller: A microcontroller is needed to run the
software with the suitable interconnection, cost and performance requirements.
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2. LOW-COST AFM BASED IN AN OPTICAL
PICK-UP UNIT DESIGN
This chapter will be focus in the design of a low-cost atomic force microscope, based in an
optical pick-up head. In order to synthesize this part of the project, only the final design is
presented. Some of the process decisions are presented in the following chapters. The
electronics schematics are referenced to their corresponding annexes.

Figure 2-1 Low-cost AFM prototype. (1) Head. (2) Stage and sample holder. (3)
Commercial micropositioners.
Developing an AFM involves several fields: optics for the detection of the deflection of the
cantilever, mechanical parts to drive the movement of the sample with high precision,
electronics to communicate and process the signals between the different parts and
programming to control the complete functioning of the microscope.
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Figure 2-2 Low-cost AFM general layout.
This AFM is composed of four different parts that interact with each other: The head of the
microscope, the base for the sample, the handling electronics and the microcontroller to drive
all the previous parts.
First, each one of these blocks are going to be explained in detail to obtain a better
understanding of the microscope. This explanation focusses on the final design, omitting the
multiple steps needed to be made to achieve this final prototype.

2.1. BASE
The base of the AFM has three functions: Holding the sample, applying movement to the stage
and making the approach of the stage to the sample. The movement of the stage has to be driven
with very tiny steps and great precision, to achieve the nanometer resolution of a commercial
AFM, but without forgetting the low-cost objective of this project. Therefore, a 3D printed
stage is designed exploiting the great improvement of this technology in recent years. On the
other hand, common buzzers are going to be used as actuators to apply movement to the stage.
Finally, low cost commercial positioners with millimeter step resolution to bring the stage near
the head of the AFM have been purchased.
2.1.1.
BUZZERS
Buzzers are piezoelectrics devices of consumer electronics, used for many purposes such as
alarm devices or doorbells. These devices consist of a brass diaphragm and a slim piezoelectric
layer, this piezoelectric layer expands or contracts depending on the polarity of the voltage
applied. This variation on the piezoelectric layer size deforms the disk buzzer, making it be
concave upward or downward.
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Figure 2-3 Shaping variation on a disk buzzer. (a) Open circuit. (b)Positive voltage
applied to the piezoelectric layer. (c) Positive voltage applied to the brass
diaphragm.
This kind of buzzers have been used previously on high precision measurement instruments.
The viability for making an AFM with performance equivalent to most commercial
microscopes has been tested [15]. The mainly characteristics of these buzzers are that they are
very cheap, they are widely commercialized, they have great linearity performance and are
light and compact.
2.1.2.
STAGE
The microscope stage is the part were the buzzers are mounted, which also holds the sample.
3D printing technology allows to design and construct rigid structure with high precision, but
still lightweight and low cost.
In order to scan the sample, it is needed to move it in three axes: X and Y axes are making a
grid displacement and the Z-axis to change the sample height at every point to maintain a
constant cantilever deflection.
The design of the stage underwent many changes during this project, depending on the
experimental results of each one, all the stage prototypes can be found on the discussion and
result chapter [section 4.1.1].
The final chosen stage design consists of three L-shaped parts to drive one axis movement each
one and a sample holder. This is a floating structure, where their different parts are connected
allowing to drive each axis independently. X and Y axes are subdivided on two pieces to make
a compact and easy-to-build stage, having three buzzers mounted in two levels. The X axis part
sustains the Y axis part, which, in turn, holds the Z piece.
This support structure implies that both X and Y movements are affected by much more
momentum induced by gravity force than the Z movement. For that reason, the X and Y axes
use three parallel buzzers to improve physical stability, counteracting the momentum.
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Figure 2-4 Final stage design.

2.1.3.
COMMERCIAL POSITIONERS
The stage is mounted over the positioners. The positioners aim is to do the coarse adjustment
of the distance between the sample and the AFM head. The positioners are mounted one over
the other, the top positioner moves the stage in X axis while the bottom one can apply both Z
and Y axes movement. The positioners are manually operated, they can make displacement of
5 mm with a step of 22 micrometers.
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Figure 2-5 Micropositioners assembly. (1) X axis governor. (2) Y axis governor. (3)
Z axis governor.

2.2. HEAD
The head of an AFM emits and focus the laser into the back surface of the cantilever and detects
the variation on the reflected laser path. Commercial AFM heads cost thousands of dollars, to
reduce substantially the price of the prototype, and optical pick-up unit(OPU) is used. This part
of the microscope consists of an OPU, a cantilever holder and a 3D printed frame were both
are mounted.
Commercial OPU’s have been proved to be capable of measuring cantilever displacements
with a comparable performance to most commercial AFM heads [16], [17]. Using OPU’s have
some advantages besides their price: they are small and light-weight. Consequently, OPUs
facilitate largely the building of an AFM.
In this design we use a SF-HD850, an easy to buy OPU with costing around 10 euros. This
pick-up unit consists of three parts: The voice coil motor used to focus the laser into the
cantilever, the 24-pin connector needed to link this unit with the electronics and the optical part
which emits the laser and detects it.
The objective lens of this pick-up unit has a focal distance around 1.67 mm for the DVD laser.
Therefore, if the cantilever back surface has to be at that distance to the laser lens to reflect
back into the photodetector. The SF-HD850 has two voice coil motors, one is a focus actuator
making the lens to displace in the z-axis while the other is a tracking actuator. This tracking
actuator moves the lens in the perpendicular direction the z-axis[18].
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The SF-HD850 has a 24-pin connector needed to drive the voice coil motors, the laser diodes
and the photodiodes. This connector links the OPU with the electronics through a plain wire,
providing the necessary signals to drive all the parts of the pick-up unit. This connector also
takes the signal from the photodiodes to the processing electronics for the feedback loop.

Figure 2-6 Optics inside the SF-HD850
The optics are the more complex part of this device, there are two laser diodes: The DVD laser
diode with a wavelength of 650nm and the CD laser diode with a wavelength of 780 nm. In
this design we use the DVD laser because it is in the visible spectrum therefore it will be easier
to focus the laser onto the cantilever.
This laser passes through a beam splitter which divides the incoming light beam in two, one of
these beams goes through a cylindrical lens striking on the monitoring diode (MD) [Figure 2-7].
The MD photodiode is used to stabilize laser power. This photodiode output signal is used in
the polarization circuit as an input changing the laser supply current, therefore, stabilizing the
laser power.
The other laser beam falls onto a diffraction grating, pass through the collimator, the objective
lens and finally is reflected by the cantilever surface. The reflected ray will pass back through
the objective lens and collimator falling again onto the diffraction grating and directed through
the cylindrical lens. Once it passing the cylindrical lens it will be captured by the photodiodes.
The SF-HD850 has three quadrant photodiodes, two of them have their four outputs connected
into one wire to make one big photodiode. These two “super” photodiodes are the E and F. The
E and F photodiodes are at the ends, between them there is a quadrant photodiode with four
independent output signals: a, b, c, d [Figure 2-8].
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Figure 2-7 The many parts of the SF-HD850 can be seen and the paths that the laser
takes through they.

Figure 2-8 SF-HD850 photodiodes being seen in a microscope. (A) E and F
photodiodes. (B) Quadrant photodiode with four independent output signals.
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The deflection of the cantilever is detected by the central photodiode, but before being captured
by this photodiode, the light beam goes through a cylindrical lens. This cylindrical lens changes
the laser spot shape depending on the distance between the cantilever and the objective lens.

Figure 2-9 Laser spot shape changing depending on the distance between the cantilever and
the objective lens: (A) Distance higher than focal distance. (B) Focal distance. (C)
Distance lower than focal distance.

The laser spot is a circle only when the laser is focused, while it becomes elongated in different
directions when there is not the focal distance between the cantilever and the objective lens.
As we see in the figure 2-9 when the cantilever height lens is higher or lower than the focus of
the laser beam, there are two options: (b + d) output signals have a big signal while (a + c) will
have a small, or, (b + d) will have a small signal while (a + c) have big. Assuming these two
options, the focus error signal (FE) is calculated by the following formula:

𝑭𝑬 = (𝒃 + 𝒅) − (𝒂 + 𝒄)
Focus error signal has an S-shape, the amplitude of this signal is related to the focal distance,
becoming zero if the beam is reflected in its focal point [16]. The variation in the magnitude of
the signals allows for the measure of the deflection of the cantilever. This signal is obtained
from the processing electronics which drives the photodiodes.

2.3. ELECTRONICS
The electronic circuits link the micro-controller with the base and the head of the AFM, to do
that they need to process and adapt the incoming signal to their corresponding outputs. The
base or the head circuits have been divided in in two.
2.3.1.
BASE ELECTRONICS
The base printed circuit board (PCB) drives the movement of the stage, it consists of three
identical branches controlling each one the movement of one axis. Each one of the branches
provide a signal between 0V to 12.5V connected to the buzzers, which make them to change
their shape provoking a linear displacement.
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The movement of each axis is independently driven, in order to achieve that the microcontroller communicates with the digital-to-analog (D/A) converters using the Inter-integrated
circuit (I2C) protocol [Appendix C] .

Figure 2-10 Inputs and outputs of the electronics which drives the base of the AFM.
The figure 2-10 shows a simplified diagram of this PCB showing just inputs and outputs, the
detailed explanation of this electronic circuits can be found in [Appendix D] .
2.3.2.
HEAD ELECTRONICS
The electronics needed to drive the AFM head are more complex, they have to drive the
different parts of the OPU and process the outputs signals of the photodiodes to adjust the
feedback loop. These electronics can be divided into four parts: The focus adjustment circuit,
the photo-detector processing circuit, the laser polarization circuit and the reference voltage
circuits.
The focus adjustment circuit drives the movement of the voice coil motors, it has two branches.
One branch is for the coarse adjustment while the other is for the fine adjustment, both are
controlled by the microcontroller using I2C.
The polarization circuit is the responsible of providing the proper current to the diode laser,
this circuit uses the output of the MD photodiode as input to stabilize the power of the laser
[Section 2.2] .
The four outputs of the quadrant photodiode are used as input of the photo-detector circuit, this
circuit do signal basic operations to provide two signals to the micro-controller: The focus error
signal (FE) and the total current of the photodiodes. The FE signal is used to detect the
cantilever deflection and for focusing the laser into the cantilever surface. RF and the total
current of the photodiodes are used to know if the laser is striking in the photodiode or not.
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Figure 2-11 Simplified diagram of the inputs and outputs of the AFM head electronics.
The OPU head needs a very stable voltage to use it as a reference of the photodiodes, this
voltage is given by the reference voltage circuits and needs to have variations lower than mV.
In this section the electronics which drive the head of the AFM has been explained lightly, for
detailed explanation see [Appendix E] .

2.4. MICROCONTROLLER
The microcontroller is responsible of the proper performance and synchronization of different
parts of the AFM. It communicates with the D/A converters to drive the three buzzer-controls
and the voice coil motors, using a I2C protocol. The microcontroller reads the output analog
signals of the head AFM electronics through its A/D converters. To achieve these functions
and keep the low-cost objective, a Funduino UNO board is used in this design.
Funduino UNO is a board with a ATmega328 microcontrollers, with 32kB Flash memory and
a maximum operating frequency of 20MHz which meets the requirements of this project. The
main characteristics of this board are: 6 analog and 14 digital configurable ports, it can be
powered through a type B USB wire or a 5V source and it fully matches with the Arduino IDE
making it easy to program [Figure 2-12].
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Figure 2-12 Funduino UNO board. (1) Configurable I/O ports. (2) ATmega328. (3) Analog
inputs. (4) Power connector. (5) Type B USB.

2.5. LOW-COST AFM DESIGN FUNCTIONING
This section focusses on explaining the working mode of this low-cost AFM. The
microcontroller is the responsible of sending the orders to the many parts of the microscope, it
starts by focusing the laser into the surface of the cantilever.
First, it is needed to manually adjust the cantilever holder position. Using an optical
microscope, it can be detected when the laser strikes the rear of the tip. Once the holder is
ready, the Funduino UNO sends the appropriate data to the D/A converters of the head PCB,
making a sweeping motion of the voice coil motors of the OPU. At the same time, the
microcontroller is acquiring the focus error signal and the total current signal given by the
photodetector circuit, using the A/D converters. When the FE signal is zero and the total current
signal of the photodiodes differs from 0, the laser is perfectly focused into the cantilever.
Once the laser is focused, the sample has to be approached to the cantilever. Coarse adjustment
is manually made by the micropositioners. When the sample is near to the cantilever, the
microcontroller sends data to the D/A converter of the base PCB which drives the Z-axis,
making the fine closing in to the sample. During this elevation of the Z buzzer, the Funduino
UNO is constantly checking the FE signal. When the value of this signal becomes non-zero, it
the sample is close enough closer for detecting the atomic interactions on the cantilever. The
sample will continue closing in until it arrives the center of the linear region of the interaction
forces [Section 1.6] .
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Figure 2-13 Final design layout showing the connections between the many parts of
the AFM. (1) Microcontroller. (2) Base PCB. (3) Head PCB. (4) Photodetector
circuit. (5) Stage. (6) Voice coil motor. (7) DVD Laser diode. (8) Photodiode
outputs: a, b, c, d.
Eventually the sample is scanned, the microcontroller will make a grid X-Y movement sending
data to the D/A converters of the base PCB which controls the X and Y axes. Every step that
the sample is moved, the microcontroller will save the data of the total current, the X, Y and Z
position and the FE signal. This information is gathered to adjust the sample height to maintain
a constant deflection on the cantilever, using a proportional-integrative-derivative (PID)
controller. Every line is travelled forth and back, to make a friction map of the sample besides
the topographic image.
Once the scanning has finished, the data is ready to be processed on the computer.
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3. MANUFACTURING PROCESS
This chapter explains the materials involved and the steps to be taken to build this AFM
prototype. It is structured according to the order used to build the different parts of the
microscope, but it is possible to build the AFM in another sequence. The material choices used
to build this prototype are justified but, just like the building sequence it can be changed to
adapt the desired requirements.

3.1. ELECTRONICS FABRICATION
Once the design of the electronics is done, the manufacturing process starts with the fabrication
of the printed circuit board (PCB). There are a lot of online manufacturers that can build a PCB
from Gerber files derived from the design.

Figure 3-1 PCB sent by the manufacturer. On the left the Base PCB. The head PCB is
on the right.
The easiest way to obtain the Gerber files it is by using a PCB design software. For this project
Autodesk Eagle was used with a free student license. In this program, it is necessary to follow
the following steps: 1) Design the schematics of the circuits, 2) generating and routing the
board and 3) generate the Gerber files following the instructions given by the chosen PCB
manufacturer. The instructions usually explain the many layers that have to be in each Gerber
files and the exact Gerber format used. The two PCBs designed for this project are fabricated
in FR-4 and they have only two layers using through-hole technology (THT) components.
The PCB the components were chosen for this prototype to be easy mount and to replace while
testing the electronics. However, surface mounted devices (SMD) are more suitable for the
final design because they allow for smaller PCBs with less interference between components.
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Figure 3-2 Printed circuit board which drives the AFM head. (1) SMD components.
(2) THT components. (3) Molex connectors. (4) Sockets for IC’s.
The last step to finish the manufacturing electronics process is populate the PCBs using tin
welding. All the integrated circuits (IC’s) were mounted in sockets, facilitating the replacement
in case any of components damage during the board testing. The IC’s with SMD package were
mounted in a SMD-to-THT adapters using flux to facilitate the tin welding, and mounted in
sockets likewise.
Standard Molex connectors were used for the interconnections between the different parts of
the AFM.
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Figure 3-3 Head main PCB with the OPU connector and the all the components
mounted.

3.2. BASE FABRICATION
The mounting process is virtually the same for each of the three designed stages [Section 4.1.1],
but it takes different time to be completed depending on which stage design is chosen.
Firstly, a M2.5 nut is glued to the center of each buzzer. It is important to be precise since
piezoelectric layer, because the center is where the buzzer has the biggest displacement. The
best adhesion method was determined to be fast Araldite glue: A small drop of adhesive is
deposited on the center of the buzzer. The nut is accurately placed, and pressure is applied to
ensure a proper adhesion between the buzzer and the nut. To prevent the separation of the nut
and buzzer, it is recommended to cure the glue 24 hours before the next step: sticking the
buzzers to the stage, which is also done using fast Araldite.
In parallel with the nut-curing. The 3D printed parts may be produced. For this project
Ultimaker 2+ 3D printer was used. This printer has it is own software the Ultimaker Cura 2
which converts the CAD design file into an STL file that can be used by the printer. Inside this
program it is possible to move and rotate the parts of the design, also it configurates the printing
properties such as layer height or nozzle. It is important to consider that the printer will generate
supports depending on the shape and the position of the pieces. Consequently, it is
recommended to grow the design parts in a perpendicular direction to the buzzer holders plane,
making it to be fully flat improving the adhesion between the printed piece and the buzzer.
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Figure 3-4 Buzzer-Stage union tightened using clamps and glass plates.
The buzzers with nuts are glued with fast Araldite onto the 3D printed pieces. Only the
circumference of the brass diaphragm it is glued not to limit the buzzer movement. To ensure
these unions and give time to the glue to dry, they were fixed using clamps and glass plates
[Figure 3-4].
After 24 hours, we have all the stage parts with their corresponding mounted buzzers. The
movements of the buzzer mounted on the external part is transferred to the internal part through
a M2.5 screw locked into the nut previously glued onto the buzzer and glued onto the internal
part. The piezo moves the nut that moves the screw that moves the inner part. All nuts and
screws are glued together using fast Araldite.
The joining of the different pieces of the stage is the most delicate part of the base
manufacturing process, because if there is any union bad made it will be needed to repeat all
previous steps.
For each buzzer two additional nuts and one 9mm m25 screw is needed. A drop of glue is
deposited on the end of the screw. It is passed through the hole of the inner part and locked
onto the nut and piezo. In parts with three piezos, this process is repeated three times. The two
additional nuts are locked onto the screw, and the whole assembly (screw+2xnuts) are glued
onto the inner part with abundant glue. Starting from the outside, one part is added at a time,
ideally waiting 24hours between each stage.
Once two parts of the design are linked, the proper movement of the buzzers is tested before
finishing the stage assembly. To ensure that the movement applied by one part to the next level
is linear and in one unique axis, an optical microscope with one hundred times magnification
is used.
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Figure 3-5 On the left side the union between the X and Y parts. On the right side
there is the union between the sample holder and the Z part.

Figure 3-6 Stage final design fully mounted with the sample holder.
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3.3. AFM HEAD FABRICATION
The AFM head manufacturing process starts by removing the OPU from the chassis and the
rails where it is mounted. Next the cantilever holder and the head frame are 3D printed.
The cantilever holder looks like a clam with a hole passing through, with a spring attached
using hot-melt silicone. This spring fixes the central part of the cantilever without damaging
the tips on the ends. The cantilever is placed on the holder using ESD tweezers.
The cantilever holder is mounted on the bottom of the head frame. Passing a screw ended in a
glued locking nut permits to move manually the cantilever in a perpendicular direction to the
tracking movement of the voice coil motors.
To finish the head mounting just place the OPU in the hole designed to hold it on the top of the
frame.
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4. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
4.1. BASE
4.1.1.
BUZZERS
The building of a 3D printed stage with nanometer step resolution was the first aim of this
project. First, we must know how large displacement can be achieved using the buzzers, in
order to verify if the mounted stages have the proper movement.

Figure 4-1 Characterization buzzer experiment montage. The methacrylate
piece holding the buzzer is fixed to the microscope stage. The red line
facilitates the microscope focus to see the movement of the buzzer.
The buzzers used in this microscope design are very cheap, but at the cost of not having any
documentation of their performance. To solve this problem a characterization of this buzzers
was made, to verify the ratio between the applied voltage and the induced movement.
This characterization experiment was made gluing a buzzer with a welded nut to a L-shaped
methacrylate piece, then another floating L-shaped floating methacrylate part is tightened to it
using a screw and a nut. A waveform generator, a one 100x magnification microscope and a
camera attached to the microscope was used for this experiment. The first step is to know the
dimensions of a camera pixel. To this end, a picture of a calibration rule with lines was done.
In these conditions square pixels of 0.032x0.032µm were determined. Twenty-one pictures
were taken and quantified applying a voltage signal from 0V to 100V in steps of 5V, obtaining
a displacement of 14.989µm with a great linear performance.
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The buzzers behavior was confirmed to be identical working with negative voltage signals,
obtaining a total displacement of 29.975µm applying a signal from -100V to 100V.
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Figure 4-2 Displacements induced by the buzzers depending on which voltage is
applied for a signal from 0V to 100V.
After verifying the proper movement of the buzzers, fatigue tests were made to determine the
devices reliability under extreme conditions. The fatigue tests functions were done in order to
determine: the best method used to stick the nut to the buzzers, the buzzers movements after
long operating periods and know the maximum working voltages by these devices.
The first test consists of sticking the nut to the buzzer with four different methods, then make
them to oscillate between +15V and -15V for three days. This union needs to be rigid, to
transmit in a proper way the movement induced by the buzzer to the next stage part but being
too rigid will cause the union to break due to the oscillations during the working of the buzzer.
The tests showed that the best method to stick the nut to the buzzer is the Fast Araldite because
this union didn’t break, it prevents damage to the buzzer and is the faster method.
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Sticking method

Table 1 Results of the adhesion tests.
Union maintained linked
Commentary

Loctite Superglue

No

Tin welding

Yes

Araldite

Yes

Fast Araldite

Yes

The union is broken due the
oscillations.
The piezoelectric layer of the
buzzers is often damaged due
to the heat.
Works well but the glue takes
3 days to become rigid.
Works well and the glue takes
1 day to become rigid.

The next fatigue is designed to verify the movement of the buzzers after long operating periods
and know the voltages that they support. The buzzers are designed to oscillate, so to force them
one buzzer is connected to a 60V DC signal during a week. On the other hand, a buzzer is
connected to a triangular waveform with 100V symmetrical amplitude with a frequency of
0.1Hz during a week. After this test the proper movement of the buzzers is verified at high
voltage operations, however it is observed that the 100V connected buzzer loses 5 micrometres
of this displacement. This displacement loss is recovered after a short resting period, because
of that it will be advisable to make the AFM rest among measurements. In this experiment it is
also observed that the buzzers don’t react properly to abrupt voltage changes. If the buzzer
changes between 100V and -100V using a square signal, they have a relaxation period making
the displacement to rapidly change unless a final reach where the buzzer moves slower.

Figure 4-3 Failures stage designs. (1) Symmetrical stage. (2) Asymmetrical stage.
4.1.2.
STAGE DESIGN
Once the movement of the buzzer is characterized and the union method is chosen, it’s time to
design and build the 3D printed stage. Every stage designed had to be mounted and then it’s
movement tested in the optical microscope. The first three prototypes aren’t valid stages for
this project requirements, these three designs have 2 buzzers per axis to stabilize the movement
and were designed in AutoCAD. The first design doesn’t have any movement because there
isn’t sufficient space between the different stage parts, then two more prototypes are designed
to solve this problem. These two stages are very similar unless because one has a symmetrical
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buzzers distribution while the other has asymmetrical. These two stages can move but with a
reduction about a third of the buzzer displacement, so they are not valid designs.
After these failure designs, a completely different stage is designed using FreeCAD, which is
the free 3D software used in all the subsequent designs. This stage consists of four L-shaped
parts making a floating structure with one buzzer per movement axis. This stage has the
expected movement but with a few degrees rotation on the axis displacement, this displacement
can be corrected with software operations.
Trying to improve our design, a stage with three buzzers per movement axis is designed. These
three buzzes provide more support points to the next different parts of the stage, and, they make
possible to correct the few degrees deviation of the movement by driving different voltages to
each buzzer. The movement applied by this stage is the expected and without oscillations, but
with the disadvantage that it is a bulky stage.

Figure 4-4 First valid design, it consists on a floating structure based in L-shaped
parts.
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Figure 4-5 Stage design with three buzzers per axis movement. (1) X-axis
movement part. (2) Y-axis movement part.

Figure 4-6 Compact stage design with different planes for each buzzer.
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The previous design with three buzzers per level is a good decision but trying to reduce the
PLA used and making the stage more compact, another design is made. The main difference
of this design is that it has one different plane for each buzzer overlapping them, because of
that we can reduce drastically the dimensions of the stage and maintain the 3 buzzers per
movement axis. This stage has an important disadvantage, due to this complex design it is very
difficult to assembly, the final designed stage resolves this problem.

Figure 4-7 Final stage design that achieves be easy to assembly and be compact.
The final designed stage has three buzzers in the X and Y movement parts, they are mounted
on two different levels overlapping them. To make easier to build, each one of these parts
consists of two pieces that are stick together using three alignment holes and contact surfaces
that are glued. The distribution on these buzzers is made to minimize the momentum which
affect these two parts. As the Z part movement is the less affected by the momentum caused
by the gravity force, it only has one buzzer to reduce the size of the stage. The movement of
this stage is successfully verified on the microscope and suits all the requirements for this
project. The following table summarize the properties of the different built valid stages:
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Stage

Table 2 Stage design evaluation
Material
Material cost

Printing time

L-shaped

PLA

5.37 m / 42g

4h 40min

3-Buzzers (Bulky)

PLA

13.94 m / 107g

11h 53min

3-Buzzers
(Compact)
Final design

PLA

6.40 m / 51g

5h 53min

PLA

7.31 m / 58g

6h 39min

4.1.3.
BASE ELECTRONICS
The stage of the microscope is driven by the PCB base electronics providing signals between 12.5V and 12.5V to the stage. After welding and assembling the PCB, the performance of these
circuits with the oscilloscope is tested. It was observed that they don’t correspond to the
expected output values. The error in the design was detected to be originating in the LT1497,
the IC of the current follower, which didn’t support +15V supply voltage.
After removing the current follower, the output of the LT1991 is connected to the connector
which drives the buzzer movement. These outputs are tested with the oscilloscope and they are
stable and fully controllable, and output signal can be driven from-12.44V to 12.46V in 4096
steps using the 12-bit D/A converter and it provides the sufficient current to the buzzer. This
result on a signal with a 6.07mV step which induces a displacement of 0.915nM, giving a total
displacement of 3.747µm.
The following table shows the voltage applied to the buzzers depending on the digital word
sent:
Table 3 Linear performance of the D/A converters.
Voltage generated 8 Most significant 4 less significant Word number
(V)
bits
bits
-12.44
0000 0000
0000
0
-12.36
0000 0000
1111
15
-9.92
0001 1001
1111
415
-7.49
0011 0010
1111
815
-5.06
0100 1011
1111
1215
-2.63
0110 0100
1111
1615
-0.19
0111 1101
1111
2015
2.23
1001 0110
1111
2415
4.66
1010 1111
1111
2815
7.1
1100 1000
1111
3215
9.53
1110 0001
1111
3615
12.46
1111 1111
1111
4095
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Figure 4-8 Base PCB mounted with the current follower removed.

4.2. HEAD
4.2.1.
CANTILEVER HOLDER AND HEAD FRAME
The 3D printed cantilever holder fixes the cantilever without breaking any tips adequately. To
place the cantilever two ESD tweezers are needed, one for levelling the spring and the other to
place the cantilever.
The cantilever holder is mounted in the head frame using a screw and a locking nut, providing
one movement perpendicular to the voice coil motor tracking to facilitate the laser focus on the
tip. This perpendicular movement can be manually driven with a displacement applied to the
cantilever of 230µm per turn precision screw.
4.2.2.
HEAD CONTROL ELECTRONICS
After assembling the head PCB, the different circuits are tested with a digital multimeter to
verify their proper functioning.
When the focus adjustment circuit was initially tested, it was noticed that the LT1497 IC of the
current follower heats above 55ºC, to solve this problem a heat dissipater is attached to it using
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thermal paste. The output signal which control the voice coil motor of the OPU needs to be
limited by software between -0.875V and 1.375V to avoid to damage de coils [18], to have a
safety margin it is limited between -0.8V and 0.8V. The output signal of this circuit is driven
with a resolution step of 3.36µV, which corresponds to a motor displacement of 2.688nm; more
than enough to focus the laser on the cantilever.
The polarization laser circuit works as expected providing a stable current of 80mA driving
properly the DVD diode laser, this current is within the range recommended by the
manufacturer [18].
Before testing the photodetector circuit, the voltage references circuits were tested. These
circuits provide stable output voltages when the voice coil motors are in idle state. When the
focus actuator is activated variation of up to10mV in the reference voltage was detected, and
as the photodiodes generate a maximum variation of 3mV, this is a big problem. A commercial
tension regulator 3.3V IC was tested at the entrance of this reference circuit, but despite this
regulator variations of up to 7mV were still detected. Eventually a subtractor circuit was
designed [Appendix E]. This new configuration gave a stable voltage output of 1.8V with
variations smaller than 1mV. This variation is sufficiently small to discriminate the output
signals of the photodiodes.
The next circuit to be tested is the KSS-213CCM photodetector circuit [19], this circuit
provides three signals: Focus error and total current. These signals are the key to detect the
cantilever deflection, so it is needed a great stability. After testing, variations on the outputs up
to 45mV were detected due the voice coil motor movement. The variation provided by the total
current output signals of 50mV, due to the variation produced by the focusing actuator this
signal can be properly distinguished when the microscope is working. This interference
problem was solved designing a new photodetector circuit, this circuit has much better
performance. The total current signal provided by this circuit provides a variation of 700mV
when a laser pointer is focused into the photodetectors, being only affected by a variation of
20mV due the voice coil motor movement. This circuit also adapt the focus error signal,
obtaining it with the Funduino UNO A/D converter using the internal reference of 1.1V.

4.2.3.
FOCUS ERROR SIGNAL MEASUREMENTS IN DIFFERENT
SURFACES
A simple data acquisition through the serial port script is made, and various different surfaces
were tested in order to measure the FE signal. FE gives information about the reflection
properties of each material. A full sweeping motion of the voice coil motor is travelled using
the coarse adjustment was employed to get the FE signal. The amplitude is plotted against the
number of coarse steps. The amplitude is expressed with an integer between 0 and 1023. To
obtain the voltage of the signal, multiply this integer by the internal reference (1.1V) and then
divided it by 1024. Every coarse step induces a displacement of 488.28nm.
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Figure 4-9 Focus error signals on the two different layers of a DVD.
Testing a DVD, we obtain two focus error signals. The first signal appears at step number
100!!!! um?????due the reflection of the laser in the thin layer which covers the metallic part
of the DVD, protecting it. The second well defined FE is the desired signal. This second signal
has an amplitude of 287.89mVp-p. The detectable curve area of this signal is around 70.81 µm.
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Figure 4-10 Focus error signals on the two different layers of a plane mirror.
Testing a plane mirror, we obtain two focus error signals. The first signal appears due the
reflection of the laser in the thin layer which protects the mirror. The second FE appears due
the reflection on the mirror. This second signal has an amplitude of 575.78mVp-p. The
detectable curve area of this signal is around 28.80 µm. It is observed that the mirror reflects
twice laser power as the DVD.
As the cantilever surface is covered of a thin layer of gold, a glass with the same deposition
method reflection is tested. Here only appear one FE signal because there aren’t any
intermediate layers. The FE signal saturates the A/D of the microcontroller because the gold
has very high reflectivity. This signal has an amplitude bigger than 737.99mVp-p. The
detectable curve area is around 32.71 µm.
From this last result, conclusions can be made relative to change the offset of the FE output.
Avoiding the saturation of the A/D converters of the microcontroller.
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Figure 4-11 Focus error signal on a thin layer of gold deposited by sputtering into a
glass.
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4.3. SOFTWARE
4.3.1.
LABVIEW AND LINX
This project initial idea was to program both the graphical user interface and the code in
engineering software design environment LabVIEW, using the LINX extension which allows
to interact with common embedded platforms like the Funduino UNO. LINX provide useful
tools to make LabVIEW suitable with the I2C protocol, so a piezoelectric X-Y scanner is
developed. The program communicates with the D/A converters applying the proper voltage
outputs for the stage, but a limitation on the communication frequency restricts it to 161Hz in
this software environment. This frequency limitation makes too long scanning times, the
scanning times can be estimated with the following formula:

𝐄𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐝 𝐝𝐮𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 = 𝐗 ∗ 𝐘 ∗ 𝐧𝐭 ∗ 𝟐/𝐟
Where X are the X-axis scanning points, Y are the Y-axis scanning points, 𝐧𝐭 are the travels
per line, f is the communication frequency, and the constant equal to 2 is because the Z
adjustment after every X-Y step. The following table shows the estimated scanning times for
different numbers of scanning points, it is observed that this communication frequency makes
unfeasible operating microscope times.
Table 4 Estimated scan duration using LabView-LINX
nºX points * nºY points
Estimated scanning time
512*512
1h 48 mins
1024*1024
7h 14mins
4096*4096
115h 47mins

4.3.2.
ARDUINO IDE AND PROCESSING
To solve this frequency I2C communication limitation, the X-Y scanner is programmed on the
Arduino IDE environment. The sketch designed induces the desired voltage output signals to
the buzzers, the base communication frequency is around the 2.3KHz being possible to elevate
it to 7.12KHz by just changing one register in the Funduino UNO.
The estimated times with this 7.12KHz communication frequency are reasonable scanning
times for an AFM microscope, these times are shown on the next table:
Table 5 Estimated scan duration using on chip execution
nºX points * nºY points
Estimated scanning time
512*512
2.45 mins
1024*1024
9.81mins
4096*4096
2h 37mins
Another script is made to automatize the acquisition of the FE signal, this program designed in
Arduino IDE transmits through the serial port the focus error signal digitalized by the
converters of the microcontroller. Another script made in Processing take this data from the
serial port and save it into a .txt file, making easier to analyse the waveform of this signal in
different surfaces.
4.3.3.
FEEDBACK LOOP
The feedback loop which adjusts the height of the sample depending on the deflection of the
cantilever using a PID controller wasn’t developed due to the lack of time.
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5. CONCLUSSION AND FUTURE LINES
5.1. CONCLUSSIONS
In view of the accomplished work in this project and the obtained results, some conclusions
can be drawn:
-

The linear performance of the piezoelectric buzzer is proved, being a suitable actuator
for high precision measurements.

-

A 3D printed stage with nanometer resolution was designed and built, reducing the
drastically the cost compared to a commercial AFM stage.

-

The control electronics able to drive the stage of an AFM was designed, making
possible the building of a low-cost AFM.

-

The optical pick-up unit detection ability was proved, being a low-cost device suitable
for high resolution measurements.

-

The electronics able to drive the head actuator movement were developed, achieving
nanometer displacements.

-

The necessary electronics to process and adapt the focus error signal (FE) were
designed and built, being able to monitor the deflection of a cantilever.

-

A low-cost microcontroller analysis was made, finding one suitable for the
communication frequency and interconnection requirements.

5.2. FUTURE LINES
The building of a low-cost microscope with a performance comparable to a commercial AFM
wasn’t finished. In order to finish this objective and improve the prototype designed, the
following outlines must be made in the future:
-

Design and develop a printed circuit board based in SMD components, integrating the
different electronic circuits into a small printed circuit board. These components will
reduce drastically the electrical noise.

-

Increase the sweeping scanning range developing high voltage electronics, making
possible to get topographic images of bigger samples.

-

Design and develop an auto-alignment system, automatizing the process of focusing
the laser into the cantilever.
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7. APPENDIX A: SOCIAL, ETHICS, ECONOMIC AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS.
7.1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this project is to design and develop a low-cos atomic force microscope (AFM).
The AFM is essential for the developing of high precision manufacturing processes. Therefore,
reducing it cost will have social and economic impact, spreading the use of this high resolution
devices both in industry and research centres.
Due to the great potential of this instrument, an impact study needs to be made.

7.2. RELEVANT IMPACTS
The main target of this project, is develop and share all the parts of this atomic force
microscope. The distribution of this projects will be made through open source platforms,
totally free.
The distribution of this project, will give everyone the possibility to modify and improve this
microscope. There are many fields that benefits from this device, for instance microelectronics
and photonics. This microscope should have a positive economic impact, both in the private
industry and the public sector such the research centres and universities.
This project is made with common consumer electronics and a PLA stage. The PLA is a
biodegradable material, without provoking environmental contamination.

7.3. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN IMPACTS
This project tries to give the possibility of making high precision measurements to everyone,
making this technology price affordable.
The research centres and universities can improve its research, due to this high precision tool.
Some of the advances that is possible to make with this microscope are: Verify delicate
manufacturing processes without damaging the product, develop denser electronic circuits,
making smaller waveguides, studying atomic structure of many materials, etc...
On the private sector, this improves on the manufacturing processes could lead to save money
and material costs. The low cost of this microscope could be benefit small companies and the
so called start-up’s, giving them the opportunity to grow.

7.4. CONCLUSSIONS
It is concluded that a low-cost microscope is a very promising device, being able to use in so
many fields. This device could have a huge positive economic impact, due to the developing
of the industry and the I+D sector capabilities. The saving of material costs during the
manufacturing process, has also a positive impact in the environment. The technology
developed with this microscope could be implemented in our future society, having a social
impact despite that is not its main purpose.
None negative direct impact has been found during this analysis, despite that, exists the
possibility that some technology will be developed without any ethical purposes.
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8. APPENDIX B: ECONOMICAL BUDGET

LABOUR FORCE (DIRECT COST)

HOURS €/HOUR

TOTAL

320

15

4.800 €

COSTE DE RECURSOS MATERIALES (coste directo)

PRIZE

Months
used

Amortization
(years)

Total

Personal computer

700,00€

6

5

70,00 €

3D printer : Ultimaker 2+

1975,00 €

6

5

250,00 €

Oscilloscopy

261,75€

6

15

8,725€

Welding station

45,00€

6

5

4,5€

Another equipment

350,00€

MATERIAL RESOURCES TOTAL COST

683,22 €

SUBTOTAL OF THE BUDGET

5483.22€

TAX (IVA)
TOTAL BUDGET

21%

1151.48€
6634.70 €
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9. APPENDIX C: I2C PROTOCOL
The Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) bus was invented in 1982 by Phillips Semiconductor, it is a
very popular and powerful bus used for synchronous communication between master (there
can be more than one) and multiple slave devices.
The mainly advantage of I2C is that all the peripherals may share the bus which only requires
two wires, one wire for the clock signal (SCL), and, the second wire for sending data (SDA)
[20].
As shown in the following figure there are two pull-up resistors between VCC and both SCL
and SDA. They are the responsible for pulling the bus voltage up to the power wire, selecting
soft resistor involves lower rising edges leading to lower transmission speed as well as
shorter communication distances [21]. The characteristic pull-up resistor values used are from
1Kohm to 4K7ohm.

Figure 9-1 I2C block diagram.
As a rule, each device connected to the bus has a unique address which is used to access
individually to each one. This address is a 7-bit number that can be fixed either by software or
hardware.
This standard has a master-slave architecture, which means that only the master can start the
communication. The master device provides the clock signal which keeps all the device
synchronized, he also can send and receive data from the slaves.

Figure 9-2 I2C functioning
I2C data transfer may be launched only when the bus is idle this is considered if both SCL and
SDA signals are high after a STOP condition. The I2C communication is initiated by the master
delivering a START condition, after this the master sends the address of the destination device.
The address is followed by a single bit who determines if it wants to send or receive
information, and ultimately, a validation bit. Afterward one or more bytes are the sent or
obtained by the slave, each one of them followed by a validation bit. Eventually the
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communication concludes when the master sends a STOP condition doing a low-to-high
transition on the SDA line while the SCL is high.

9.1. COMMUNICATION WITH THE LTC2631
In order to get the desired signals that will drive the base piezoelectrics or the voice coil motors
of the OPU, we need to communicate with our D/A converter using I2C. In this case the master
is the microcontroller and the slaves are the different LTC2631, the protocol of this
communication is going to be slightly explained.
This communication starts with the start condition sent by the microcontroller, after that it
sends the address of the LTC2631 which it wants to communicate with followed by the write
byte and an acknowledgment (ACK) bit.
Once the dialogue between the master and the slave has already started, three bytes are going
to be sent to generate the desired slave output each one followed by an ACK bit. The first data
byte consists on a command code of the four most significant bits, this code will determine the
operation that the converter will do. After that the binary word to be converted into an analog
signal data will be sent in two separated bytes, but as the converter only has 12 bits, this word
will be the concatenation between the first data byte and the four most significant bits of the
last word [22].
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10.

APPENDIX D: STAGE ELECTRONICS

Figure 10-1 Complete stage electronics circuit scheme. The three identical branches
which drive the buzzers are A, B, C.

The base PCB controls the movement of the stage, this stage needs to move sample making a
X-Y scanning movement and adjust the height of the sample to maintain the deflection of the
cantilever. It consists of four different parts: The plug which links the Arduino and the PCB,
the supply connectors, the electronics which drives the signals, and, the output connector which
links the board with the piezoelectrics. The board is supplied by two different voltages: 5V and
±15V. Electronics consists of three identical branches (A, B, C) [Figure 8-1], to have a better
understand of the performance of this part, one line is going to be explained in detail bellow.
The first part of each branch is an LTC 2631, it is a 12 bit digital to analog converter which
transform the digital output of the Arduino into an analog signal between 0 and 2.5V,
consequently the output is handled with a 0.6 mV step. The IC has also a reference output of
1.25V which is going to be needed late, this signal is the input of the voltage follower.
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Figure 10-2 D/A converter detail.

Figure 10-3 Voltage follower detail.
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The voltage follower is an operational amplifier circuit which has a voltage gain of 1, this
means that the signal does not suffer any amplification, the output voltage is the same as the
input voltage. This circuit is necessary because normally the voltage follower has a high input
impedance and a low output impedance, and when a circuit has a very high input impedance,
very little current is drawn from the circuit therefore it provides the voltage signal needed
without disturbing the remainder circuit. The voltage follower consists on the operational
amplifier LTC2054 with negative-feedback configuration and a decoupling capacitor.

Figure 10-4 Selectable amplifier detail.
Both output signals of previous circuit are the input of the LT1991, this is a gain selectable
amplifier. The device can be configured into difference amplifier, as well as into inverting and
noninverting single ended amplifier just by changing the pin connections. In this board the IC
is configured to be a difference amplifier with a voltage gain of 10, which means that the output
of this device is the LTC2054 output minus the LTC2631 output, and after that, multiplied by
ten. Finally, this deduction is the signal between -12.5V and 12.5V controls de piezoelectric
movement.
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11.

APPENDIX E: HEAD ELECTRONICS

The head control PCB is more complicated than the base PCB, it has many more components
and functions. This PCB will provide the necessary signals to drive the OPU head and also
process the photodetector signals to give essential information for the feedback loop.
These electronics can be subdivided in 8 parts: The plug in PCB which links the and the
Arduino, symmetrical 5V and 12V supply connectors, the OPU connector, the feedback signal
plug in, the laser polarization circuit, the focus adjustment circuit, the reference voltage circuits
and the photodetector circuit. All these parts are going to be explained one by one following
the same approach as in the base PCB.

Figure 11-1 Focus adjustment circuit schematic. (A) Coarse adjustment branch. (B)
Fine adjustment branch. (C) Offset regulator and voltage follower. (D) Current
buffer.
First, the adjustment focus circuit is going to be outlined, the input of this circuit are the signals
from the microcontroller driven with I2C protocol. The output is the signal which controls the
voice coil motor movement, driving the focus of the laser diode. The A circuit is the coarse
adjustment branch, it is like the base PCB branches that were explained on the Base PCB
appendix, with the only difference that the LT1991 has a gain equal to one [23]. The B circuit
is the fine adjustment branch and it is very likely to A, but there is a cascade connection of two
LT1991, the first one is a differential amplifier with a gain 0.077 whereas the second is a noninverting amplifier with a gain of 0.0714. These two signals are added in C, it consists of a
symmetrical connected potentiometer to delete the offset of the combined signals if it is
necessary. Following this potentiometer there is a voltage follower to stabilize the signal.
Finally, there is a current driver, this circuit is made with a LT1497 a dual current feedback
amplifier [24], this kind of circuit prevents the next circuit from loading the previous. The
current buffer has a low output impedance and a high input impedance, and it is needed to
provide a stable current to drive with precision the voice coil motor movement. The output of
this current buffer is the signal which drives the focus movement.
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Figure 11-2 Polarization laser circuit.
The polarization laser circuit is the recommended by the manufacturer [18]. This circuit
generates a stable current of 80mA, it is achieved by using the MD photodiode signals as an
input of the LT1006[25]. The LT1006 is a precision single supply operational amplifier. The
output of the LT1006 variation changes inversely proportional to the MD photodiode output,
achieving this current stabilization.

Figure 11-3 Voltage reference circuit which provides a stable voltage of 1.8mV. (1)
Power regulator.
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The voltage final reference circuit is based on a 3.3V power regulator. This device generates a
stable voltage of 3.3V output, with a 5V input. This output is transformed in order to generate
a final 1.8V stable voltage reference output. First, this 3.3V is divided to obtain a 1.5V signal.
This 1.5V signal is subtracted to the 3.3V original signal to obtain a 1.8V signal. The output of
this subtractor pass through another divider and then a voltage follower, obtaining the desired
1.8V stable signal. This second voltage divider is to facilitate the fine adjustment of the output
signal.

Figure 11-4 Photodetector circuit scheme. (1) Adder which does the (A+C) operation.
(2) Adder which does the (B+D) operation. (3) Adder which gives the total
photodiode current = (A+B+C+D). (4) Subtractor which gives the signal
FE=(B+D)-(A+C). (5) Inverter of FE.
After testing the photodetector circuit of the KSS-213C [19], with negative results. The above
photodetector circuit is design. This circuit takes the photodiode output signals (a, b, c, d) and
process it, to generate the focus error and the total current signals. To obtain the total current
of the photodiodes, are added using three adders with a gain equal to one. The FE signals is
generated by subtract (b+d) by (a+c). FE is a negative signal and the microcontroller A/D
converter don’t process negative signals. Therefore, the subtractor output pass through an
inverter circuit, obtaining the FE positive signal.
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Figure 11-5 Photodetector circuit, built in a protoboard.
The photodetector circuit is mounted using three TL084 [26], this IC has four operational
amplifiers, facilitating the circuit assembly.

